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Among all aspects of D"gen’s philosophical thought, his theory of time has without 
doubt received the most attention. Even in English there exist two book-length s tudies 
of this topic,1 and a multitude of other authors who have treated D"gen have also 
extensively commented on the subject.2 This is with good reason. Without an inter-
pretation of D"gen’s ideas on time it is very difficult to approach any other aspect of 
his thought, or even to form an adequate understanding of his basic concepts. And 
yet most previous studies of D"gen’s time theory as well as English translations of the 
“Uji” (usually translated as “Being-time”) fascicle of the Sh!b!genz! have, to my 
knowledge, assumed without questioning certain presuppositions on the nature of 
time, which makes D"gen’s theory much more complicated and in some respects 
almost impossible to understand (a position that I have myself also shared earlier3 
and which has influenced many classic treatments4 as well as all the most influential 
English translations5 of the text). Notably, they have viewed time as primarily dura-
tional. This article presents an effort to reinterpret the concept of time in D"gen’s 
theory from a different position, with stress on the momentary rather than the dura-
tional, and to offer an alternative reading of the Uji fascicle as well as certain other 
key passages in D"gen’s work that, I hope, will enable a less complicated and more 
lucid understanding of his ideas. My argument is grounded in numerous footnotes, 
remarks, and translating choices of other scholars, developing a certain line of thought 
to its logical conclusion and applying it to D"gen’s text in a systematic manner.

It is probably justified to say that the basic received Western view of time derives 
from Aristotle’s treatment of the concept in his Physics,6 where time has been defined 
as “the numerical expression of movement in respect to ‘before’ and ‘after,’ and it is 
continuous, because it is the derivate of a continuum.”7 Time thus has, by definition, 
measurements and is analogous to a line in space, as opposed to the now (to nyn), 
which relates to time as a point relates to a line — it is in/on it, but not a part of it.8 
Points cannot be next to each other, because then they would have to have sides and 
measurements, contrary to their definition. Analogically, a moment appears to us in 
a different register of being than time. Moments are without duration, just as points 
are without measurements. Nevertheless it is difficult, and for most of the possible 
Buddhist ontological standpoints it is also pointless, to deny that actual, immediate 
existence takes place in the now rather than in a measurable time, which necessarily 
includes stretches of the already gone past and the not-yet-come future as well. To 
say of something that it is in time means that it is self-identical at different moments. 
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This necessarily implies a certain degree of essentialism in our talk of things, because 
no phenomenon is exactly the same at any two different moments: even if absolutely 
nothing else in it has moved or changed (which is impossible), it will be some units 
“older” at the moment that comes later, which means that there is at least one prop-
erty (age) that is not essentially part of the phenomenon’s definition, although it 
pertains to it in some degree during the entire span of its existence.9

Ontological versus Linguistic Existence

Clearly it is this essentialism that makes language possible: we can use a word for 
only the set of those properties of a thing that necessarily characterize it in the same 
way at all moments of time, or, to use Saul Kripke’s famous formulation,10 in all pos-
sible worlds. But this also imposes certain limits to our language — such a linguistic 
designation can only point to a phenomenon in its momentary entirety, but never 
actually refer to the exhaustive totality of all the properties it has at any given m oment. 
Hence it follows that the unnameable phenomenon that exists at a moment neces-
sarily exceeds the nameable phenomenon that exists in time. The question is to 
which kind of entity we should grant the basic ontological status. The subject of the 
sentence “D"gen was born in 1200 and died in 1253” does not refer to a newborn 
baby and a dying middle-aged monk at the same time, but to the subject of the sen-
tence. “D"gen decided to move the headquarters of his school to Echizen province” 
points to a much more concrete man at a very certain moment in his life. However, 
we are used to thinking of such designations as having the same referent. Western 
philosophy has traditionally postulated a continuous identity of things for the greater 
good of (linguistic) clarity and thus has preferred the durational mode of being to the 
momentary, while most Buddhist philosophers have stubbornly refused to give up 
immediate existence and are willing to negotiate the stability and precision of their 
intellectual instruments instead. We could actually say that two registers of being in 
the Aristotelian model correspond to the two levels of truth posited by N#g#rjuna — the 
“ultimate” (dimensionless and inaccessible to linguistic conceptualization) and the 
“shared” (truth-relations that obtain in the conventionally conceptualized world).11 
While in neither philosophical culture is one of the two sides entirely dismissed, it is 
still evident that the more operational “shared” truth is preferred by most Western 
schools of thought, while Buddhist philosophy prefers the less accessible “ultimate” 
as a point of departure.

My reading of D"gen is based on the assumption that to overcome this split — as, 
before him, Tendai theory also endeavored to do12 — is one of his main aims and 
concerns, and that his theory is ontologically grounded in the convergence of the 
two registers of being, the momentary and the durational. In order to achieve this 
through language, he famously (or notoriously) creates “loaded” concepts by con-
sciously playing with the multiple meanings and nuances of Chinese characters to 
shift their semantic dominant and to constantly “redefine” in unexpected ways the 
concepts expressed by them in order to maximize the tension in their semantic fields, 
and also plays with the multiple readings of particular characters.13 In a sense, he 
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gives up the stability of his philosophical langue in order to release the maximum of 
the expressive power of his parole — which is probably also one of the reasons b ehind 
his choice for his linguistic medium of the less-regulated classical Japanese, the Bud-
dhist usage of which had hitherto been confined to fairly simple texts meant for the 
lay public.

Time, in D"gen’s text, is one of such cluster-concepts that balances between the 
meanings of the momentary and the durational and does not just refer to the measur-
able dimension of time that is implied by Aristotle’s definition. On the contrary, in 
what follows I hope to show that, in a certain terminological sense, the dominant of 
the concept tilts to the side of the momentary. This is also more in line with a number 
of D"gen’s statements on the topic. For instance, a comparative treatment of the two 
registers of time can be found in the Hossh! fascicle of the Sh!b!genz!, in a passage 
where D"gen discusses an utterance by Mazu:

Master Mazu said: “All sentient beings have, since immeasurable aeons, never aban-
doned the concentration on the nature of things (hossh!-sammai wo idezu). While they 
abide in it for long, their wearing-clothes, their eating-food, their talking and arguing, the 
functions of their six senses, all of their actions, everything of that is the nature of things.” 
. . . From the beginning of the nature of things, the concentration of [ — the syntaxis here 
implies an alteration in the meaning of the original quote] the nature of things has not 
been interrupted. After there is the nature of things, the nature of things has not been 
abandoned. Before there was the nature of things, the nature of things had not been aban-
doned. The nature of things alongside immeasurable aeons (hossh! narabi ni mury!g!) is 
the concentration. Immeasurable aeons are what we call the nature of things (hossh! wo 
mury!g! to iu). However, while that is so, the complete presence of the immediate now 
is [also] the nature of things. The nature of things is the complete presence of the immedi-
ate now.14

We find here many of the usual techniques D"gen employs: the centralization of the 
discussed concept both to denote the ultimate and to substitute the practicing con-
sciousness, as well as the permutation of the concepts in many possible combina-
tions so that no possible versatile predication would remain unenacted. We can also 
see that there is a subtle but nevertheless clear difference between the two main 
predications. Talking about immeasurable aeons, D"gen inserts a certain distance 
between them and the nature of things, and does it twice: first by saying that the 
nature and the aeons are the concentration alongside (narabi ni) each other, and the 
second time by reporting their identity as something we postulate by language (to iu). 
As to “the complete presence of the immediate now,” it is identified with the nature 
of things without qualifications. This is further enforced by positing an “after” and a 
“before” to the being of the nature of things.

The “immediate now” thus has a higher ontological status, which is in complete 
accordance with the received Buddhist view. Unlike Aristotle, D"gen does not see 
the absence of dimensions in the now as a problem — to the contrary, measurability 
is what puts the aeons “alongside” the nature of things and into language. After all, 
the aeons are immeasurable not because it would be impossible to measure them in 
principle, but because there is simply too much time there to measure. I also think 
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that the “complete presence of the immediate now” and not a prolonged existence 
(that inevitably has to contain change) is the correlate of the “dharma-configuration,” 
defined in a famous passage in the Genj!k!an fascicle:

Firewood becomes ashes and it cannot become firewood again. Although this is so, we 
should not see ashes as “after” and firewood as “before.” You should know that firewood 
abides in the dharma-configuration of firewood, for which there is a “before” and “after.” 
But although there is a difference between “before” and “after,” it is within the limits of 
this dharma-configuration. Ashes abide in the dharma-configuration of ashes, and there is 
a “before,” and there is an “after.” Just like this firewood, which will not become firewood 
again after it has become ashes, a human being will not return to life again after death. . . . 
This is like winter and spring. One does not say that “winter” has become “spring,” one 
does not say that “spring” has become “summer.”15

The notion of ⓡݙ h!’i, translated here as “dharma-configuration,” is a difficult one. 
Usually it is seen (with slight variations) to refer to particular “points” on the axis of 
“time” (seen here as the time span of a thing’s existence) that simultaneously separate 
themselves from and contain the present and future (of the thing in question) within 
them16 and is, accordingly, translated as “dharma-stage” or “dharma-position.” We 
could compare this to a dimensionless point of view in a one-dimensional universe: 
if a point on a line could see, it would simultaneously gaze at the infinity of both 
sides of the line on which it is situated. A different view is held by Hee-Jin Kim, who 
claims that h!’i involves a nondualistic perception of reality, “in and through the 
mediation of emptiness,”17 not that it would be the natural condition of each separate 
bit of reality at each singular moment. Tanahashi, whose interpretation is closest to 
mine, defines h!’i as the “unique, nonrepeatable stage of a thing’s existence at any 
given moment,”18 and translates it as the “phenomenal expression” of things, p ossibly 
following Nishio and Mizuno, who have translated the term simply as arigata, “way 
of being.”19

Although all these authors stress that D"gen teaches the unessentiality of all 
things, they nevertheless imply a starting point that is much more essentialist than 
the one D"gen actually seems to hold. Even Goodhew and Loy — who interpret this 
passage as an assertion that “objects themselves are unreal, but their relativity also 
implies the unreality of objective time. . . . If there is only time then there is no 
time, because there can be no container (time) without a contained (objects)”20 — 
understand “things” as self-identical “objects” that are presumably out there in the 
world, whether real or unreal. However, if we look at “firewood” and “ashes” as 
designations of solely linguistic entities, names of things the existence of which we 
posit with our language, but which are without their own self-nature (similar to what 
is designated by the words “spring” and “autumn,” in which case it is easier to see 
that there are no objective thing-referents to which they could refer), we can under-
stand j"h!’i ݛⓡݙ not as the relation between a thing and its (dharma-)position on 
whatever axis, but as the relation in which the constituent particles of reality are to 
each other: in one specific mode of organization they are perceived as “firewood,” 
in another as “ashes”; the notion of “firewood” abides in a particular configuration of 
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dharmas just as the notion of “offside” abides in a particular configuration of players 
on a football field. In a photograph that depicts an offside situation, the images of the 
players stand absolutely still (as they also would in a dimensionless moment), but 
each of them has a certain speed and direction (past, present, and future) that may, in 
a next moment, place them in some other configuration that can be described by 
some other technical term. Following the premises of Buddhist ontology, all these 
configurations are necessarily unique, unrepeatable and momentary, but this does 
not prevent us from referring to more than one of them by the same linguistic and 
generic term.

This reading can be supported by many passages from the Sh!b!genz!. For 
e xample, a similar relativization of linguistically defined concepts can be found in 
the Sangai yuishin fascicle:

In the immediate present, it is not that the father is before and the child is after, or that the 
child comes first and the father follows. It is also not that they are beside each other. . . . 
It is not the opposition of past and future, or the measurement of big and small propor-
tions, or the discussion of old and young age. The axis of “old-young” should be applied 
as with Buddhas and patriarchs. It happens that fathers are young and children old; it also 
happens that fathers are old and children young. It can be that fathers are old and children 
are old, too, or that fathers are young and children are young as well. It is not for the 
children to apprehend the oldness of their fathers, and not for the fathers to let the youth 
of the children pass.21

It is obvious that “fathers” and “children” can only be called such in relation to each 
other: to be a father means to be the father of a child. We can use both of these terms 
to point to particular persons, but never to identify anything essential or permanent 
in them, because all fathers are also somebody’s children and many children some-
body’s fathers. Therefore, no essential properties are necessarily embedded in a lin-
guistic term, which is always a purely heuristic device to point to a particular instance 
of reality in a particular context.22

Totality and Singularity

On the whole, however, D"gen is less concerned with particular segments of reality 
that make up individually and linguistically perceived worlds than with the totality 
that is, in his view, equally accessible through each unrepeatable moment — which 
puts the minimal in focus as well. Nevertheless this does not lead him to give prece-
dence to abstract categories over experiential understanding, as can be seen in his 
treatment of the same topic in the Sangai yuishin fascicle immediately before the 
passage quoted above:

The triple world is not an original existence, the triple world is not a present existence. The 
triple world is not a new becoming, the triple world is not a karma-conditioned birth. 
The triple world has no beginning, middle, and end. There is a triple world apart,23 there 
is the triple world of now-here. It is the mutual reflection of its functions, the reciprocal 
development of its contradictions. The triple world of now-here is the triple world that can 
be seen [= perceived]. . . . Because the triple world is the entire universe, the now-here is 
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the whole of past, present, and futures. The manifestation of the whole of past, present, 
and futures does not overshadow the now-here. The manifestation of the now-here over-
shadows the whole of past, present, and futures.24

It is significant how D"gen here opposes two parallel sets of concepts: on the one 
hand, he rejects the “present existence” (kon’u ۖἕ) and the series of beginning, 
middle, and end (resemblant of McTaggart’s B-series time), but affirms the “now-
here” (konshi ۖ ⍰) and, as its corollary, the compound of past, present, and futures25 
(kagent!rai 䡚Ⰺⶂޒ) (McTaggart’s A-series).26 The rejected set conceives of reality 
as an organized whole, or at least something best understood through a coherent 
theory, while the latter is both directly open to perception and irreducible to a sys-
tematic discourse. Again, we see that the momentary is more basic than the dura-
tional, because the durational is only accessible to us through the momentary and 
not vice versa. Or, as Dwight Holbrook puts it, “Dogen is not denying a future and a 
past. . . . He is only rejecting the view that future and past lie outside the present 
m oment. . . . Hence, he is postulating not a presentness that exists without any refer-
ence to a past or future but rather a presentness in which time does not have a linear 
meaning.”27

When we now look at D"gen’s conceptual apparatus in the context of these 
readings, we can see that the distinction between his own and the unlearned view of 
time may have a parallel in his language: taking a cue from Rolf Elberfeld, who dis-
tinguishes between zu-einer-Zeit (at-a-time) and [bestimmte] Zeit as two possible 
meanings of ji/toki Ṏ (moment  /time),28 we can tentatively assume that, just as there 
is a difference in meaning, pointed out by many, between the Sinified and Japanese 
readings (u and ari) of the character ἕ, there is a similar difference between ji and 
toki, the two readings of Ṏ. Just as in the case of ἕ, where ari refers to the less-
loaded usage and u is the philosophical concept, we can read the ji of uji to be 
specific and distinct from what would normally be called toki. In his thorough 
l inguistic study of D"gen’s work, Tajima Ikud" has listed the ostensible rules on the 
usage of characters and their readings, concluding that in the case of lone-standing 
characters, both Sinified and Japanese readings are possible and there is no clear rule 
that determines which is to be preferred.29 However, we may assume that in such 
cases there can be a conceptual difference involved — that the two readings are used 
to distinguish between nuances of meaning. This is also not at odds with the assump-
tion that D"gen’s view of time does not postulate an abstract and transcendent time 
“behind” or “above” our normal time-system30 — the distinction is in our own atti-
tude toward it. D"gen’s uji is most certainly to be perceived from within our actual 
present, but there are certain presuppositions about the nature of time that should be 
overcome and abandoned for that purpose — as a result of religious practice, or per-
haps also otherwise.

On the basis of these considerations, I suggest that it does more justice to D"gen’s 
way of thinking to translate his ji Ṏ primarily as “moment”31 — as a kind of shorthand 
for the recurrent expression sh!t!immoji ⍯ⶂᡍ囈Ṏ, “precisely present moment of 
suchness” — and not as “time” (toki), keeping in mind that the momentary e ncompasses 
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the durational and not, as we are used to thinking, vice versa.32 I have also followed 
Nishijima/Cross and Takahashi33 in translating the ἕ of ἕṎ as “existence” for sev-
eral reasons: among the different characters with the meaning of “being,” this one 
denotes “being there,” abstractly (and we can replace “there is” with “there exists”), 
as opposed to the “being” that we use in the sense of the copula, “being something,” 
but which is, in fact, also a much richer concept.34 In classical Chinese this character 
functions as an existential quantifier in such constructions as x ἕ F(x) 㠑, “there is 
such an x that F(x).”35 Thus, if we oppose “being” to “existence” in the context of 
D"gen’s thought, the distinction should be made between “being something” and 
“being there”; “being” in the context of the “Uji” fascicle should perhaps instead be 
reserved for the sense expressed in the last sentence of the fascicle: ̳ ̷̷͖̼͐ . . . 
ἕṎ́̿͡, “this is how one should be the existential moment.”

I hope to show that this reading makes several crucial passages in the Uji fascicle 
lucid and more easily understandable, while in previous translations they occasion-
ally require considerable conceptual activity in order to yield intelligible results that 
are compatible with D"gen’s positions on other matters. I will next present an alter-
native translation in the “momentary mode” of those extracts of the fascicle that in-
troduce or elaborate on D"gen’s key concepts. This translation is meant to supplement, 
but not replace, the existing translations in the “durational mode,” since, as has been 
said, neither of the two Aristotelian thought regimes is fully adequate — but, as only 
one of them has been used up until now, the other should also be given a chance. 
What should be kept in mind, though, is that “moment,” although without d imensions, 
is not something atomistic or infinitesimally small, as we might think under the influ-
ence of the Aristotelian analogy of “the now” with the point — after all, something 
small also has dimensions, a length of zero units; the “moment” as understood here 
does not have dimensions at all and is thus simultaneously unmeasurably brief and 
everlasting, always present.36

Textual Analysis: Key Passages from the “Uji” Fascicle

I
̬͗ͮͳἕṎ͗̉Ṏ́͏͓̻ʹἕ͒Ͳ̉ἕ͗ͧ͒Ṏ͒Ͳ̊ؔॹ䧝䚷̻ʹṎ͒Ͳ
Ṏ͒ͳ̴͓ͮṎ͖㮖ເॕḚ̪Ͳ୍̬͖̊ͦژṎ͓ᎄ́̿̊ؕ͡倹ॷ㧎̻ʹṎ͒
Ͳ̉Ṏ͒ͳ̴୍͓̬͖ͮͦژṎ͓،ᆎ͒ͳ୍̿̊͡ژṎ͖䶃䡬⿹͈̬ͦ̉ߏᚲ
䧛̬̻̓͂͐͑ͪ̉͠ʹͺ୍ژṎ̬͐̊͝ே͖᷅ޒ䗭̵̪ͱ̳͒ͳ͓ͰͲ͎̉ۆ
̻ʹͺ㱣̓͂̉㱣̓̾ʹ͑ͪ̿ʹͳ͓̪ͱ͂̊䁒ͪ͐ͰͲ̿ͱ̾ͳ⏚⩵⏚
ͺ㱣́ͳ̻͐،Ꭶ̓̾ͳ̴͓ͮ̉㱣́ͳਖ਼㈗̳̉͒ͱ̬͖͂̿ͪͦ㱣ڗ
͓㌲ఔ́ͳ̻͇͈͐͒̿̊㱣̿͘ͱ̷Ṏ͒ͳ͖ͧ͒Ͳ̊

The so-called “existential moment” means that each moment is in itself an existence and 
that all existences are momentary. The “golden body of the Buddha” is a moment, and 
because it is momentary it has its moment of ethereal glow. You should study this in the 
context of the twelve hours of the present. The “three heads and eight shoulders of an 
asura” are just a moment, and because of this momentariness, they are such during the 
twelve hours of the present. The twelve hours have length and distance, shortness and 
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proximity, and even if you are not conscious of their measure, you still call this system 
“the twelve hours.” Because the marks of their going and coming are clear, people do not 
doubt them, but even if they do not doubt them, it is not the same as understanding them. 
Even if sentient beings do not make it a general principle to doubt every thing and every 
event that they do not initially understand, it does not follow that they necessarily agree 
with everything before they start doubting it. Their doubts are no more than fleeting 
m oments as well.

The first difference in reading between the momentary and durational translation 
modes emerges in establishing the relation of uji with the measurable time-system.37 
The durational translations allow it to be merged with the “twelve hours of the pres-
ent” (Abe and Waddell: “You must learn to see this glorious radiance in the twelve 
hours of your day”); the momentary version separates them because time has dura-
tion, but moments do not. This is also supported by the text’s discussion of doubting 
the system: even though one is unable to realize how it is precisely that the measur-
able system of time comes to possess its instruments of measurement — distance and 
others — they are not doubted, because marks of change (that testify to the passing of 
time) are obvious to the plain eye. However, this does not mean that one understands 
the phenomenon of time — just as Augustine pointed out at the start of his discussion 
of the subject.38

II
ͷʹͺᮞਣ̵̲͎̿⻭ⵘ͐̓Ͳ̻͖̉⻭ⵘ͖倹倹⩵⩵ͺṎṎ͒Ͳ͐䆗́̿̊͡⩵
⩵͖⼄ㄥ̓̾ͳ͗̉ṎṎ͖⼄ㄥ̓̾ͳ̴̼̻͖͓͐̿̊ͮఘṎ⺈៏̪Ͳ̉ఘ៏
⺈Ṏ̪Ͳ̲̊Ͱ͛ߺ䁘䡟̷̳͖̼ͪ͐̿̊ͷʹͺᮞਣ͎̿ͷʹ̻ʹͺͧͳ͒
Ͳ̊㧶ᗽ͖Ṏ͒ͳ䡟Ⱂ̉ͅʹ̷̳͖̼͐̿̊

The I unfolds and becomes the world in its entirety, and one should see that all beings, all 
things constitute moments in this entirety of the world. Just as different things do not 
i nterfere with each other, different moments do not interfere with each other either. This 
is why the mind arises in the same moment, the moment arises in the same mind. And it 
is the same with the practice and attaining the way. When the I unfolds, it sees itself as 
“me.” The principle that the self is momentary works in the same way.

If we want to read this passage in the strictly durational mode, we must concede that 
there is a plurality of being-times, and each thing has a time-regime of its own (Abe/
Waddell: “We must see all the various things of the world as so many times”; Cleary: 
“each point, each thing of this whole world is an individual time”), but this is more 
than simply problematic, because it implies the existence of independent things with 
self-natures.39 This must be why Tanahashi has translated jiji ṎṎ in this particular 
sentence as “moments of time.” The momentary mode also allows for a non-mystical 
explanation of the Huayan jijimuge concept40 — separate moments in time are like 
separate objects in space, but they are all instances of the same totality.41 The text 
also says clearly that the unfolded self is the world, which is why the assertion of 
durational readings that “self is time,” that is, possesses an independent time-regime 
and duration, is not consistent — just like all other existents, the self should be imper-
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manent and only appear in reality as a particular dharma-configuration, which is 
momentary. What distinguishes the self (any self ) from the myriad other existents is 
precisely its capacity to open itself up to a relation with the rest of reality — and to 
experience the existential moment in a way that advances it to enlightenment, as it is 
explained in the next passage.

III
ᡍ囈͖䡟Ⱂ͒ͳ͓ͮ̉⻭༼͓㰸䑭⺊㭕̪Ͳ̉،㭕،䑭̲͖̲͖⻭༼͓̪ͳ̻͐ͺ
ᎄ̷̷̳͖̼͖́̿̊͐͡ឌߺ̉͗ޒ䁘͖⺈䖿͒Ͳ਼̊ᡍ囈͖ⴼ༼̵͖͐̉́͒
͉͗،㭕،䑭͒Ͳ̉Ἇ䑭ؙἏ䑭͒Ͳ̉Ἇ㭕ؙἏ㭕͒Ͳ̊⍯ⶂᡍ囈Ṏ͖ͧ͒ͳ̴ͮ
͓̉ἕṎͧ͒⻭Ṏ͒Ͳ̉ἕ㭕ἕ䑭͓͐ͪṎ͒Ͳ̊ṎṎ͖Ṏ͓⻭ἕ⻭ⵘ̪ͳ͒Ͳ̊̿
͘ͱ̷̬͖ͦṎ͓ͪʹ͇ͳ⻭ἕ⻭ⵘ̪Ͳͬ͒̿ͬ͐䇌́̿̊͡

Because of how suchness is, there are myriad forms and hundreds of blades of grass in the 
entirety of space, but you should also realize that the entirety of space is within each 
single blade of grass, each single form. The perception of this oscillating interdependence 
is the beginning of religious practice. When you have arrived in the field of suchness, 
there are singular blades of grass, singular forms; there is rational grasping and non- 
rational grasping of forms, rational grasping and non-rational grasping of blades of grass. 
Because they are nothing else than precisely present moments of suchness, each existen-
tial moment is the entirety of time; existing blades of grass, existing forms, are all m oments 
together. In this time of all moments, there is the entirety of existence, the entirety of the 
world. Look — is it or isn’t it the entirety of existence, the entirety of the world that is thus 
dripping through the fleeting moment of the present?

Abe and Waddell have interpreted ἕṎͧ͒⻭Ṏ͒Ͳ in the vein of individual time-
entities (“each being-time is without exception entire time”), while Tanahashi and 
Cleary only assert the identity of time with itself (Cleary: “being time is all the whole 
time”; Tanahashi: “the time-being is all the time there is”). It seems more justified, 
however, to follow Elberfeld in reading this expression as the assertion that each 
single existential moment contains in it the past, present, and futures,42 as has also 
been asserted elsewhere in D"gen’s text. The necessity for such an assertion is 
grounded in the double role of the time-word — it conveys, on the one hand, the 
terminologically used “existential moment” and the more loosely understood “time” 
of the general usage of the other. This ambiguity is also visible in the durational trans-
lations, aptly clarified by Abe and Waddell in a footnote, which puts things in the 
momentary rather than the durational mode: “there is only the immediate present, in 
which all time and being is encompassed. This is true of me and of all other dharmas 
as well.”43

Moreover, I take the expression Ṏ͖̌Ṏ (which I read jiji no toki to separate 
the two meanings of the word), translated here as the “time of all moments” (Abe/
Waddell: “the time of each and every now”; Cleary: “the time of time’s time”; 
 Tanahashi: “each moment”; Nishijima and Cross: “individual moments of time”), to 
indicate that the character Ṏ is markedly ambivalent in this passage, bringing to the 
fore the relationship between a singular existent and the totality of being. Just as in 
the experience of suchness the perception of a singular form is simultaneously the 
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perception of the entire reality, the totality of time is also accessible from within each 
single moment. The attribute “of all moments” denotes a property of time thus under-
stood, not its composition. This is also why I have translated !rai ឌά as “oscillating 
interdependence,”44 deriving this from a footnote by Terada and Mizuno:45 the begin-
ning of religious practice is not in the realization of how reality comes and goes, but 
in the fact that the micro- and macro-level views, the absolutely particular and the 
absolutely universal, provide full access to each other.46 This is very much the same 
process that Elberfeld has called “aspect alteration” (Aspektwechsel or Vexierung) in 
his discussion of Seng Zhao’s work: if stillness is inherent in any momentary capture 
of movement, but impossible to hold, then we have to alternate between incompat-
ible points of view to see the whole as it is.47

Although it is irrelevant for the validity of interpretation, I also suggest that the 
verb more ┵ʹ could be translated here in its primary meaning of “dripping” and not 
“being apart,” which is the usual reading. By saying that the totality of the world is 
leaking through the immediate present, D"gen once again asserts its accessibility to 
the mind, before proceeding to discuss the views on time of the uncultivated.

IV
̳̪̿ͳͺ̉ݧⓡͺ͒ͱ͗̾ͳ৭ᄷ͖Ṏ㏌͓̪ͱͮͳ䆗䇯͗̉ἕṎ͖̻͐͘ͺ̵̷
̷͓̲̪ͪ͗̉ͳ̵͐͗ؕ倹ॷ㧎͐͒ʹͲ̵̪̉ͳ̵͐͗ؔॹ䧝䚷͐͒ʹͲ̵͇̊
͐̉͘͠Ⓙͺ̶́̉ᑽͺ̶̴̷̼́̿͐͒Ͳ̬͖͐̊ͦ͗ͅᑽⒿ͇͚̪̉͐ͳͱͩ
͑ͪ̉ͷʹ̶̵͇́Ͳ͎̬̉ͦ͗⮕⏋Ἵ∟͓㹡̓Ͳ̉ᑽⒿ͐ͷʹ͐̉ᄵ͐༼͐͒Ͳ
̲͐ͪ̊͝

̳̪̿ʹ͑ͪ̉䡟Ⱂ̻͖،₩͖͓̪ͧͱ̬͂̊͗ͮͳᑽͺ͖ͤͲⒿͺͷ͇Ͳ̿Ṏ
͓ͷʹ̪Ͳ̵̉ͷʹ͓Ṏ̪ͳ̿̊͡ͷʹ́͏͓̪Ͳ̉Ṏ̽ͳ̳͡ͱ͂̊Ṏͪ̿ே
ͷ̉̓͘܇ߩͺ⼄͖ޒͱ͂͗̉ؖᑽ͖Ṏ͗ἕṎ͖㠘ۖ͒Ͳ̊Ṏͪ̿ே̪͓⼄͖ޒ
ʹ͓ἕṎ͖㠘̪ۖͳ̻̉ʹἕṎ͒Ͳ̳͖̊ؖᑽ☭Ⓙ͖Ṏ̻͖̉⮕⏋Ἵ∟͖Ṏͺ
̓̾ͱͻͬ̉జ̓̾ͱͻͬ̊

However, an ordinary man who has not studied the Buddhist teaching has such views on 
time that on hearing the word “existential moment,” he thinks: “At one moment someone 
was an asura, at another moment he was a Buddha. This is just like crossing a river, pass-
ing a mountain. Even if the mountain and the river continue to exist, I have passed them; 
my place is now in this jewel palace and vermilion tower. I and the mountains-rivers are 
like heaven and earth to each other.”

Yet there is more to this principle than just such thoughts. At the mentioned moments of 
climbing the mountain or crossing the river, there was also an I, and there had to be the 
moment of the I. Whenever there is an I, the momentariness is unavoidable. If a moment 
is not just a sign of the transition, then the moment of climbing the mountain is the im-
mediate present of the existential moment. If a moment fully contains all the signs of the 
transition, then the immediate present of the existential moment is there for me. This is the 
existential moment. The moment of climbing the mountain and crossing the river, the mo-
ment of palace-tower, does it not swallow them up and spit them out [simultaneously]?

D"gen’s argument against the primitive view should be seen as the continuation of 
the ongoing discussion: he has said before that the I/self unfolds and becomes the 
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world, which is then contained within the moment of its existence, and now reiter-
ates the claim more strongly: whenever an I is postulated, the existential moment is 
present as well. This is why D"gen’s two conditionals should not oppose, but com-
plement each other: the transitions in reality48 that can be perceived from within the 
self-situation (that includes both the self and the setting, the segment of the world 
where the self unfolds) are contained within the existential moment, not just mani-
fested by it. This is less immediately obvious from the translations in the durational 
mode (Tanahashi: “As time is not marked by coming and going, the moment you 
climbed the mountain is the time-being right now. If time keeps coming and going, 
you are the time-being right now”; other translations contain a similar dichotomy). 
Nevertheless the complementarity is also implied by the double rhetorical question 
at the end of the extract: the existential moment swallows (contains) and spits out 
(unfolds) the self and the existents in the same movement.

V
ؕ倹ॷ㧎̵͖͖͗͝Ṏ͒Ͳ̉ؔॹॷᑆ̹͖͗͝Ṏ͒Ͳ̳̪̊̿ʹ͖͑ͪ̉ͅḴۖ
͖䡟Ⱂ͇͈̻̉ʹᑽ͖̳͓͒⼀ॱ͎̿̉ᓼ㰸ᓼͺͧͷ͇́Ṏ㏌͒Ͳ̶͔̉́ͳ
͓̪ͱ͂̊ؕ倹ॷ㧎͉ͪ́͒͗ͷ̴ἕṎ͓͎،㖟́̉ឈ͓̪᷅ͳ͓͓͇ʹ͑ͪ㠘
ۖ͒Ͳ̊ؔॹॷᑆ͉ͪ̉́͒͗ͷ̴ἕṎ͓͎،㖟́̉ឈ㹡͓̪ͳ͓͓͇ʹ͑ͪ㠘
ۖ͒Ͳ̊

The asura is a moment of yesterday, the Buddha is a moment of today. However, the prin-
ciple of distinguishing between yesterday and today is the same thing one realizes at the 
time when, having gone directly to the mountains, one gazes at the thousands, the myri-
ads of peaks in a range — nothing has gone by. The asura is one that completes its whole 
duration within my existential moment, and although he appears to be somewhere else, 
he is my immediate present. The Buddha is one that completes its whole duration within 
my existential moment, and although he appears to be someplace else, he is my immedi-
ate present.

In my reading, D"gen is still dealing in this passage with the difference between the 
“unenlightened” view, which is based on an uncritical view of duration, and his own 
view of momentary existence and the self as a relation of an existent to the rest of the 
world. Thus, the opposition of the primitive asura of yesterday and the perfect B uddha 
of today is invalid because it can only be pointed out in durational time, while in fact 
the heuristic division of time into yesterday and today does not erase them from 
within each other — nothing goes by. Standing on the top of one mountain and seeing 
myriads of others is a spatial image for existing in one moment that contains all 
o thers. D"gen here uses the word jisetsu Ṏ㏌ (translated as “time” — a combination 
of Ṏ with ㏌, “season,” “occasion”) to denote a concept of time where there is no 
difference between the dimensional duration and the dimensionless moment of the 
immediate presence.49 Thus, the argument continues from the previous passages: 
each existential moment contains all others (and is contained by them). I have there-
fore translated ikky! ،㖟 as “completes its duration,” taking the first character to 
mean “whole” and not “one among many,” and the second one as “lasting.” This 
a llows us to see the relation between “my” point of view and the linguistically desig-
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nated existents: although these have a narrative that defines them, their durational 
existence is for “me” summarized within each moment in which I relate to them.

VI
̳̪̿ʹ̉͘ᾊͪṎ͒Ͳ̉㌅ͪṎ͒Ͳ̊Ṏ͗僧ே́ͳ͖͐ͧ䇯Ἇ̳́͡ͱ͂̉僧ே
͗Ṏ͖㤉͖͐ͧ͗ᎄ̳́͡ͱ͂̊Ṏͪ̿僧ே͓،̉̓͘܇䶟亥̪Ͳ͔̿̊͡ἕṎ͖
䡟ͺ㖟㡪̓̾ͳ̶͔͗̉́ͳ͖͐ͧᎄ́ͳ͓ͰͲ͎͒Ͳ̊䆍ͺ͐Ͳ͎̬͗̉͘⻭ⵘ
͓̪ͱͮͳ⻭ἕ͗̉͌ͱ͒Ͳ̴͒ͱṎṎ͒Ͳ̊ἕṎ͒ͳ͓ͰͲ͎ొἕṎ͒Ͳ̊

This being so, the pines are momentary and the bamboos are momentary as well. You 
should not conceptualize a moment as something that flies by, nor study “flying by” 
merely as the capacity of a moment. If moments could be fully defined by the capacity to 
fly by, there would be gaps between them. If you do not accept the discourse of the exis-
tential moment, this is because you are concentrating on what is already past. To sum it 
up: the entirety of existences in the entirety of the world are particular moments that fol-
low each other. Because they are existential moments, they are also the moments of my 
existence.

I think the reason why D"gen has picked pines and bamboos here as his examples is 
that both plants have specific and mutually opposed time-related connotations for 
the Japanese reader: pines are the symbol of longevity, bamboos of quick growth. As 
things, or dharma-configurations, they have the opposite internal relation to the 
“general” time-system. Nevertheless, coexisting pines and bamboos are s imultaneous 
in the existential moment, not separate entities of being-time, defined by their inner 
dynamic and closed to each other — which would be the sense yielded by the sym-
bolic meaning of these words if we were to stick to the durational reading.50

There is also an important conceptual difference between “time” and “moments” 
flying by. When we read the text in the durational mode, we have to assume that 
some of the time that flies by is constantly present, while some of it has passed (Abe/
Waddell: “If time were to give itself to merely flying past, it would have to leave 
gaps”; Cleary: “If time only were to fly, then there would be gaps”; it remains unclear 
where the gaps come from — the reading of Tanahashi, “If time merely flies away, you 
would be separated from time,” although more logical, is not supported by the text). 
But the problem is solved if we assume that what are seen to fly by are moments: if 
we would, indeed, against the text’s admonition, presume that moments fly past, one 
after another, like the stages of the movement of Zeno’s arrow, it would be very 
l ogical to ask what is present during the almost imperceptible interval when one 
m oment has already passed and another one is still not yet here. However, this is not 
the case: the moments follow each other as an unbreakable, continuous chain that 
makes “me” up in the process, leaving no position from where the gaps could actu-
ally be observed. The next passage explains how this is possible.

VII
ἕṎ͓㖟⎀͖ફឿ̪Ͳ̬̊͗ͮͳۖᷱͰͲḚ͓ᷱ㖟⎀́̉ۖᷱͰͲḴ͓ᷱ㖟⎀́̉
ḴᷱͰͲ͓ۖᷱ㖟⎀́̊ۖᷱͰͲ͓ۖᷱ㖟⎀́̉ḚᷱͰͲḚ͓ᷱ㖟⎀́̊㖟⎀͗ͅ
ʹṎ͖ફ͒ͳ̴͓ͮ̊
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The existential moment has the quality of shifting. It shifts from what we call “today” into 
“tomorrow,” it shifts from “today” into “yesterday,” and from “yesterday” into “today” in 
turn. It shifts from “today” into “today,” it shifts from “tomorrow” into “tomorrow.” This is 
because shifting is the quality of the momentary. The moments of the past and the present 
do not pile on each other nor do they line up side by side.

This is one of the hard knots of the fascicle, where D"gen introduces the seminal and 
much-discussed notion of ky!ryaku 㕘⎀, “shifting,” translated as “seriatim passage” 
by Abe and Waddell and “flowing” by Tanahashi. Most commentators treat ky!ryaku 
as D"gen’s usual thing, a confusing whole combining all possible elements of the 
sentence in all possible ways. Thus, Stambaugh writes: “Here we see one of D"gen’s 
favorite devices. He reverses subject and predicate, making the subject reflexive, 
a cting upon itself, and the predicate reflexive, acting upon itself; and he traverses all 
possible permutations and combinations of the elements of the sentence. The reader 
is left with nothing to hold on to; all static elements of the sentence have been over-
turned, displaced and set in motion.”51 Kim sums it all up saying nonchalantly “in 
brief, continuity . . . meant dynamism,”52 while for Abe, on the contrary, these sen-
tences mean that while passage “in one sense, is always irreversible, it bears the re-
versal of all time from a transtemporal dimension.”53 Heine, in turn, defines ky!ryaku 
as “the comprehensive asymmetrical process of the True Man’s enlightened existen-
tial projection and ontological understanding right-now moving simultaneously in 
and through past, present and future, actively engaging the passenger and p assageway 
as well as the full context of experiential reality surrounding and permeating the 
movement.”54

Under the circumstances, the momentary mode of reading can perform as a true 
Occam’s razor so that all the sentences of the text make perfect, fairly simple, and 
completely rational sense, especially if we apply the sometimes altogether untrans-
lated word iwayuru (“so-called”) to all the following time-designations, which seems 
the logical thing to do, and not just the first one.55 Then we see that, first, the existen-
tial moment shifts from so-called “today” into “tomorrow,” because at the time that 
we now call tomorrow we will experience the existential moment just as we do now: 
we take it with us. However, the now-present existential moment, the way things are 
just now, will also shift away from us into what we will start to call “yesterday,” when 
“tomorrow” has arrived. This is how we know that the now-present existential mo-
ment has also shifted to us from what we now call “today” but used to call “tomor-
row,” when what is now “yesterday” still went by the name of “today.” Therefore, we 
can also say that it shifts from one “today” into another (which is now still “tomor-
row,” and will turn the current “today” into “yesterday”). The same also applies to all 
“tomorrows” and all other deictic time-designations that we might use.56

Seen thus, ky!ryaku is not a deep and metaphysically loaded concept, but sim-
ply the capacity of the momentary existences that allows us to relate our experience 
of reality to our conceptualization of time in the linguistic model where deictically 
defined time-designations exist and can be opposed to each other. What it requires 
is dismissing the notions of “today,” “yesterday,” and “tomorrow” from among the 
categories of our direct experience, and assigning them the role of merely linguistic 
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devices that help us to approach reality but are never able to completely and fully 
refer to it.

VIII
Ṏ͗،ఝ̸͓́ͳ͖͐ͧ䈔ફ͎̿̉ἶ਼͐䇯Ἇ̓͂̊䇯Ἇ͗Ṏ͒Ͳ̬͐͑ͪ̉ۢ͠
͓͚̳ͳͳ㘍͒̿̊ே͐ޒ䊙͎͖̀̉ݙݛἕṎ͐䆗ៅ̓ͳ⺺䂗͒̿̊

If you judge the moments only as something passing by, you will not understand them as 
incomplete. Although understanding is momentary, there is no cause that would lead it 
elsewhere. There is not a single being who has seen through the existential moment of the 
dharma-configuration by considering it as going and coming.

“Incomplete” (Abe/Waddell: “something not yet arrived”; Cleary: “not yet having 
a rrived”57) refers to mit! ἶ਼, “not-yet-reached,” which I understand to be a certain 
quality of openness of the existential moment toward all possible futures. “Reaching” 
can also signify “attaining Buddhahood,” that is, becoming perfect. D"gen has 
r epeatedly stressed that the existential moment comprises within itself all the other 
moments, the entirety of being and the entirety of time, and it would be logical to 
assume that it is complete in itself. However, the moment is incomplete inasmuch as 
it is always simultaneously passing by (moving into the past, in its suchness) and stay-
ing with us (moving into the future, in its transience). It is important to know that 
neither of these aspects is in itself sufficient to understand the existential moment as 
such. Again, in my reading, D"gen here explicitly denies the idea of the durational 
present: the understanding achieved in the moment is not passed to any other mo-
ment even by karmic conditioning.

IX
㖟⎀̬͐͗̉͝傴仴͖ώ䆋́ͳ̴̷̼͐ᎄ̵͇̿ͳ̳͡ͱ͂̊⻭ⵘؙ͗ૡ䝕͒ͳ
͓̪ͱؙ͂̉䠾䠌͒ͳ͓̪ͱ͂̉㖟⎀͒Ͳ̊㖟⎀͇͗̉͐͘͠ḱ͖̼͐̿̊ḱ͓
䈽ᄦ㨸͖∯̪Ͳ̻̉ʹͺ㖟⎀̬͐̊͝ᄢ⩵̵͓͒㖟⎀́ͳ͐ᎄ͇́̿̊͐͡
̉͘͠ḱ͖㖟⎀̳͗͒ͱ͂ḱͺ㖟⎀́ͳ͒Ͳ̊㖟⎀͗ḱ͓̪ͱ̾ʹ͑ͪ̉ḱ͖㖟
⎀͒ͳ̴͓ͮ̉㖟⎀̬ͦḱ͖Ṏ͓䡟̓Ͳ̊

You should not conceptualize the phenomenon of shifting as the wind and the rain mov-
ing from East to West. Nothing in the entire world is ever without movement, is ever 
without advancing or receding — it is always in shift. This shift is like “spring,” for instance. 
Spring can have a multitude of appearances, and we call them “shifting.” But you should 
realize that they shift without involving any external thing [“shifter”]. In this example, the 
shift of spring necessarily makes spring shift. Shifting is not in spring, but because it is the 
shift of spring, this is how the shift becomes the Way now that spring is here.

Here, D"gen resumes the discussion of “shifting” with the help of the same example 
of “spring” that had been used in the Genj!k!an fascicle to explain the concept of 
the dharma-configuration. We are reminded that “shifting” and the thing it is the 
shifting of do not relate to each other like the subject and predicate of a proposition: 
something called “shifting” does not exist within the confines of something called 
“spring,” nor is there anything external, any separately existing phenomenon, that 
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would be involved in the process. What we call “spring” is different at each single 
moment when we use this designation for each single dharma-configuration that 
goes by the name. The phenomenon of shifting consists precisely in this circum-
stance. This, as I see it, further reinforces the link of shifting with the momentary, not 
the durational register of time.

Conclusion

I hope to have shown that our understanding of D"gen’s time-theory has much to 
gain if we abandon the idea that the concept of time is, for him, primarily durational. 
By interpreting the concept of uji ἕṎ as an “existential moment” that is opposed to 
measurable and divisible time, we obtain much more lucid readings of many key 
passages of the fascicle (notably the confusion with the term ky!ryaku 㖟⎀, “pas-
sage,” should be here translated as “shifting”) and escape contradictions with many 
central Buddhist positions (such as the lack of self-nature in things). This reading is 
also consistent with the view of the notion of h!’i ⓡݙ as the configuration of mini-
mal existent particles that momentarily makes up what we perceive as “things” and 
what we name with our linguistic designations, thus explaining the architecture of 
reality in accordance with the received Buddhist view. Further, this reading allows for 
an innovative treatment of the concept of selfhood as it is expressed in the fascicle: 
we can view the self as an active openness of an existent to the surrounding world, 
with which it is able to identify through a mutual relation with other existents within 
the existential moment. All of this is impossible or difficult as long as we interpret uji 
as a kind of durational being-time that is separately inherent in each existent.
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